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Date 2022. 08. 05.  Time 15:15 
Subject DRIVERS BRIEFING NOTES Doc. No.:  
From: Clerk of the Course Page 2 
To: All MOTO and Quad Competitors Attachement 1 
 
On behalf of organiser everybody welcomed in 19 th edition of Hungarian Baja 
2022, FIM Cross Country Baja World Cup event ! 
 
Some general infomations 
1. Under the Hungarian Convention on the Road Traffic using the headlights are 

obligatory during the special stages too. 
2. Two Bulletin issued, please read it carefully.  
3. During weekend will be very dry and hot, we remind you of the dangers of 

dehydration. Regarding the weather conditions, the organizer will supply 
water to the competitors on the 2022.08.06 in the neutralisation Zone. 

 
Important safety announcements: 
1. The emergency phone number is:+36 70 741 03 14, mentioned in the road book 

too. If necessary please use this number or call one of our CRO. 
 

2. Please use the SOS/OK sign if necessary ont he „Stella” device.  
 

3. The WPP (Precise Waypoint) are operating without showing the arrow of the 
direction. 

 
4. The Stella device’s owertaking/Blue flag is only operate within 300 M. 

Distance greather than this the signal will not reach the competitor in front. 
Also the vehicles should drive relatively the same path. 
 

5. We remind the competitors that is forbidden and dangerous to cut or shorten 
the rally route, especially on cultivated and military lands. The rally road must 
be completed as the road book boxes and the waypoints shows.  

 
6. We remind you that the SS roads are not exclusively reserved to competitors, 

altough we have taken many works and great care in safety: 
- we put bands and signs for competitors and keep away the public too, 
- in the road book you find several small blue signs and radio post 

numbers where safety marshalls present, in these points you can ask for 
help,  

- on each SS you find intermediate medical and rescueing points, where 
ambulance and rescue teams stay on alert. This points shown in the road 
book as well.  

- the dangerous parts of the track marked by caution signals („!”) in the 
road book too. 
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- Some parts of the stage are flat, you may see other competitors. Please 
do not try to follow the other competitor, just obey the road book. 

- Due to the strong wind the markings/bandings could be destroyed on 
the stage. We kindl ask the competitors to follow the road book signs, 
and take into account, that the bands, signs can disappeared or blowed 
away by the wind. The road book signs are valid. 

 
 

Please pay attention to the following sporting matters: 
 

1. Keeping the speed limits in the service area important, where childrens, 
spectators can be walking close to the road, its valid for assistant vehicles too! 
The speed limit in service area is 30 km/h. You find also some speed contoll 
zones in the road book. 
 

2. If you are not able to complete the special stage whatever reason, you should 
leave the rally-road, drive to the service zone and rejoin the rally at the 
regrouping by the time of the 1st vehicle’s sheduled to regroup out. In case of 
leaving the track you must report as soon as possible to the headquarter via 
phone or via marshalls positioned by the track, but any case obligatory to 
inform the HQ ! 

 
3. Due to the request of Event Promoter the route around the podium slightly 

changed, pls follow the marshall’s instructions (see attachment) 
 

 
We wish you safe and succesfull competition and hope you will enjoy it ! 
          
 

 
János Falics 

Clerk of the Course 
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